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9MARTHA E. STORTZ
Why Interfaith Work is Not a Luxury: 
Lutherans as Neighboring Neighbors
Augsburg College’s campus is under construction. To the 
west contractors dig the foundation for a new Center for 
Science, Business, and Religion. There’s all the equipment 
that marks a construction site: chain link fences, streets 
blocked off, sidewalks re-routed, and signs that state the 
obvious: “Construction Zone: Hard Hats Required.” 
What’s obvious in the new science center may not be so 
obvious in interfaith work. It too is a construction zone. The 
work is messy and ongoing, and on-site crew needs to have 
patience, resilience, and focus. Hard hats are less helpful 
here than warm hearts, ready hands, and sturdy spirits.
Let’s roll up our sleeves and get to work.
What sign marks this construction site? Beware of 
pronouns. They are the equipment of language, but 
they warrant careful use. Quite simply, you don’t dig a 
foundation with a spade. You don’t hang a picture with 
jackhammer. Any task needs the appropriate tool. Diversity 
training encourages pronoun awareness. This is a concern 
on all of our campuses for people who identify as trans-
gender. Not everyone is comfortable with he/she or him/her 
or his/hers. Other alternatives are more appropriate: ze, 
hir, hirs. Interfaith work encourages pronoun awareness 
of a difference sort: It cautions use of what I want to call a 
“Presumptive We,” the assumption of a community that not 
everyone feels a part of. In addition, it cautions use of an 
“Othering You,” one that designates an outside group, one 
that may not have realized  
a border was even there.
I remember the comment 
by Audre Lorde to Adrienne 
Rich, both poets, essayists, 
and activists, the first African 
American and the second 
Caucasian American: “Your 
white women’s feminism doesn’t 
include me!” (Lorde 36-39). 
When I read this, I heard the echo of Sojourner Truth’s 
words to the (largely Caucasian) Women’s Convention in 
1851: “And ain’t I a feminist?” 
Why Interfaith is Not a Luxury
For Lutheran institutions, interfaith work is not a luxury.1 
It’s more than an add-on, a new program, a certificate, or 
new major. 
Let me state two reasons for this claim at the outset.
The first reason interfaith work is not a luxury is 
embedded in the tradition itself. The Lutheran movement 
is always in the process of reforming (semper reformanda). 
Lutherans may pretend this applies to everything or 
everyone else, but more deeply it applies to this expres-
sion of Christianity itself. Lutheranism is a movement that 
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acknowledges that, when truth comes as a person (incarna-
tion), not as a set of sacred texts or a Book of Confessions, 
the important thing is to “Follow That Person.” And people 
move around. Sacred texts and Confessions point to this 
person and can track where that person last showed up, but 
should not displace that person and cannot predict where 
and how that person will show up again. After all, as one of 
my late great former colleagues put it: “What was born in 
the manger at Bethlehem was a baby, not a book.” So: the 
first reason why, for Lutherans, interfaith work is not  
a luxury is that very spirit of reform itself.
The Lutheran tribe in particular remains chastened 
by the obvious biblical fact that those who considered 
themselves on the innermost circle of this person simulta-
neously were the ones who remained most clueless about 
him. Too often, the disciples seemed not understand who 
Jesus was at all. 
Who did? People of other faith traditions—and no faith 
tradition at all. People who were “other” to that crowd of 
disciples around Jesus. People who were the “you” to the 
inner circle of “we” disciples. These “others” include:
• A Samaritan woman at the well, who knows she 
has met “the Messiah” (John 4:29)
• A Roman centurion, who declares Jesus to be 
“God’s son,” something the disciples have missed 
(Mark 15:39)
• A Syro-Phoenician woman, who knows Jesus can 
heal her daughter (Mark 7:24-30, Matt 15:21-28)
• Even “demons,” spirits from the spirit world, who 
suddenly saw what they were up against—and 
were terrified (cf., Mark 1:24).
The “outsiders” understood Jesus better than the 
“insiders.” 
A second reason why interfaith work is not a luxury is a 
deeply embedded epistemological humility, which is a fancy 
word for humility when it comes to knowing things with 
any degree of absolute certainty. In fact, Lutherans are 
quite certain they don’t have all the answers. That makes—
or ought to make—them humble, open to, and dependent 
upon the knowledge of those outside the tribe. All of this 
conspires to engender a kind of epistemological humility. 
 There’s a tendency among Lutherans to talk about 
“militant modesty,” but mere modesty qualifies as 
“humility-lite,” and it comes packaged with insincere 
self-deprecation or “cheap apology.” “Cheap apology” is  
as inauthentic as “cheap grace.” 
Real humility is the deep awareness that the truth I see 
is not the only truth there is. Others may have a different 
angle of vision on the truth. Epistemological humility does 
not mean I see nothing. Rather, it acknowledges that I 
cannot see everything. It affirms that I see something; it 
encourages me to speak the truth of what I see, so that 
everyone looking may have a better view.
Tariq Ramadan, Muslim scholar and philosopher, uses the 
luminous metaphor of “windows” to talk about points of view:
We all observe the world through our own windows. 
A window is a viewpoint over a horizon, a framework, 
a piece of glass that is always tinted to some extent, 
and it has its orientation and its limitations: all 
this, together, imparts its color and qualities to the 
surrounding landscape. We have to begin humbly, 
by admitting that we have nothing more than points 
of view, in the literal sense, and that they shape our 
ideas, our perceptions and our imagination. Coming 
to terms with the relativity of our gaze does not imply 
that we have to doubt everything and can be sure of 
nothing. It might mean quite the opposite, and the 
outcome might be a non-arrogant confidence, and 
a healthy, energetic and creative curiosity about 
the infinite number of windows from which we all 
observe the same world. (Ramadan x)
Epistemological humility demands a double awareness, 
an appreciation for the vantage one has, but a lively 
“Lutherans are quite certain they don’t have 
all the answers. That makes—or ought 
to make—them humble, open to, and 
dependent upon the knowledge of those 
outside the tribe.”
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curiosity about what someone else might see from 
their window. After all, everyone looks out onto the same 
landscape or ocean, as Ramadan extends the metaphor.
It’s like theater-in-the-round, where the audience is 
seated in a circle around a round stage. The players play 
the play, but they act throughout to different parts of the 
audience. From where you’re sitting, a spectator can’t 
always see the players’ faces. Sometimes she watches 
their backs, as they act to those across from her. But she 
can always see the faces of the people sitting on the other 
side of the stage, and she “watches” the action of the 
play as it registers on their faces. She depends on their 
reactions to catch a fuller sense of the play. That’s another 
analogy for epistemological humility.
And so the second reason why interfaith work is not a 
luxury for Lutherans is this deeply ingrained epistemolog-
ical humility. Lutherans know they have some, but not all 
of the answers. They depend on others for a fuller picture.
For Lutherans, interfaith work is not a luxury. It is part 
of the mission and identity of each one of our institutions. 
Each institution will live it out in very different ways, 
because each institution serves different contexts and 
each institution bears distinctive gifts. But all of the insti-
tutions in this ecology of Lutheran higher education share 
a commitment to see the other as neighbor, to be neighbor 
to the other, and to live in our various contexts as if they 
were neighborhoods or a “commons.” 
My task in the remainder of this essay is to write about 
the neighbor in a way that makes it strange to those in this 
room who find it familiar, to make it familiar to those in this 
room who find it strange, and to underscore for all of “us” 
that this focus on “neighbor” is one of the very distinctive 
gifts or “charisms” of being an institution of Lutheran 
higher education (Stortz).
After all, whatever our religious, philosophical, or 
humanistic affiliation and whatever days we mark—
Ramadan, Passover, Easter, or the solstices—we are all 
seated at different windows in this landscape of Lutheran 
higher education. Here is what needs to happen:
1. Because interfaith work is not a luxury, I want to 
speak of Lutheran institutions as faith-based and 
interfaith-dependent.
 
2. I want to explore what this thing called “neighbor” more 
experientially, emphasizing in particular that “neighbor” 
is a countercultural way to regard oneself and the other 
in a world that has a lot of ways to do that, some pater-
nalistic, others downright sinister.
3. Finally, I want to probe what it means for interfaith insti-
tutions to engage as neighbors for the common good of 
the neighborhood, offering a four-fold matrix for action 
that consists of theological reflection, spiritual engage-
ment, everyday experience, and social action.
Faith-Based and Interfaith-Dependent
In one of his signature theological insights, Darrell Jodock 
characterized Lutheran colleges and universities as 
institutions of a “third path.” They carve a path between 
sectarian institutions on one hand and secular institutions 
on the other (Jodock 1-2).
Sectarian institutions study religion as an intellec-
tual project, but more importantly promote the faith and 
practice of a particular faith. Think of Zaytuna College 
in Berkeley, California, which is the first Muslim liberal 
arts college in the United States. Think of Wheaton 
College in Illinois, which presents itself as a “Christ-
centered” college. Think of Hebrew Union College, 
with campuses around the country, whose mission 
an “academic, spiritual, and professional development 
center for Reformed Judaism.” Sectarian institutions are 
interested in the studying about religion, generally, but 
more important, promoting the faith and practice of that 
particular religion.
Secular institutions study about religion as intellectual 
project, essential to meaning-making, but cannot discuss 
why religion matters, because that gets into divisive 
issues of faith and practice. Think of the University of 
Minnesota, which has a mission statement that boldly 
invites students to “Dare to discover!” The institution can’t 
really talk about who’s doing the daring, why it matters—
or for whom or by whom students are dared to discover 
anything. Secular institutions study about religion, but 
bracket its practice as a faith.
There’s a place for both of these kinds of institutions, 
sectarian and secular; it just isn’t the landscape of Lutheran 
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higher education. As Darrell Jodock points out, Lutheran 
colleges and universities occupy a middle ground or point 
to a “third path,” because these institutions are faith-based, 
not faith-promoting, as the sectarian institutions are. They 
are faith-based, not faith-denying or faith-bracketing, as 
secular institutions must be. Because faith-based institu-
tions ground themselves in a rich, thick faith tradition, they 
can both honor the critical study of religion and respect its 
practice as a faith.
Here’s where I want to extend Jodock’s understanding 
of Lutheran institutions as faith-based. Because interfaith 
work is not a luxury, Lutheran institutions dare to be both 
faith-based and interfaith-dependent. They engage in the 
critical study of religion, while respecting its practice as 
a faith. They simultaneously understand that they need 
the presence and insights of people from other faith and 
non-faith traditions. Only then can they have a fuller, 
bigger picture of how the world works. 
Here are several illustrations:
Our interfaith team at Augsburg is in conversa-
tion with colleagues at Bethel University here in the 
Twin Cities, which is a sectarian institution founded by 
Swedish Baptist immigrants. Students and faculty sign a 
statement pledging to become better Christians. Bethel’s 
admissions officers were approached by parents in the 
growing Muslim community here: “We’d love to send 
our children to your school. We love your values, your 
no-alcohol campus, and your mission. But we want our 
kids to become better Muslims, not better Christians.” 
At Bethel University, there’s no compromise on the 
commitment to makes its students better Christians. 
Bethel is a sturdily faith-promoting institution, and the 
faith it promotes is Christianity. 
These Muslim parents send their girls to St. Kate’s,  
an all-female, faith-based institution in St. Paul, which,  
as a faith-based institution, encourages rigorous study  
of religion, while respecting its practice as a faith. Or  
to Augsburg, which, as a faith-based and interfaith- 
dependent institution, does all of the above and needs 
practitioners of other faiths and non-faiths to be the  
institution it is called to be. As an institution in Lutheran 
higher education, Augsburg’s vocation as a faith-based 
institution is always in the process of reform and is 
graced with a keen epistemological humility makes it not 
only faith-based but interfaith-dependent.
A second example demonstrates how the calling to 
be faith-based and interfaith-dependent impacts the 
entire campus community, not just students. Florence 
Amamoto, professor of English at Gustavus Adolphus 
College, wrote: “I know from experience that being 
Buddhist at a Lutheran College has not only taught me 
more about Lutheranism but has deepened my knowledge 
of and my faith in my own religion.”2 Amamoto didn’t have 
to bracket her Buddhism to be at a Lutheran college. 
Because she was at an interfaith-dependent institution, 
both its content and its practice were valued—and not 
only valued, but needed. 
At these faith-based and interfaith-dependent insti-
tutions, students, faculty, and staff are encouraged 
to articulate what they believe and are encouraged to 
practice in whatever ways appropriate.
In summary, in the landscape of higher education, there 
are sectarian or faith-promoting institutions, secular or 
faith-bracketing institutions, and “third path” or faith-
based institutions. I would argue that Lutheran higher 
education offers a fourth alternative, because that ecology 
is both faith-based and interfaith-dependent.
“Lutheran institutions dare to be both faith-
based and interfaith-dependent. They 
engage in the critical study of religion, 
while respecting its practice as a faith. 
They simultaneously understand that they 
need the presence and insights of people 
from other faith and non-faith traditions.”
“Students, faculty, and staff can be part of 
the mission, without sharing the identity 
of the tradition that drives it.”
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These faith-based and interfaith-dependent institutions 
live at a busy intersection of mission, identity, and privilege. 
A rich, thick faith tradition shapes a mission that attracts 
faculty, students, and staff of various religious and non- 
religious (and philosophical) traditions. They don’t require 
that everyone share the institution’s founding religious 
identity, so long as people can support the mission that 
identity drives. That means that students, faculty, and staff 
can be part of the mission, without sharing the identity of 
the tradition that drives it. The distinction between mission 
and identity supports a vibrant diversity these faith-based 
and interfaith-dependent institutions need (VanZanten 1-11).
To be truthful, however, this distinction between mission 
and identity sounds a lot neater in the abstract than in the 
lived reality. Many of these Lutheran colleges and univer-
sities once had a much more sectarian or faith-promoting 
ethos. For example, Augsburg College was founded as 
a seminary, in the Haugean Pietist tradition. Its mission 
was to train pastors for the urban peasants who immi-
grated to Minneapolis to work in lumberyards and grain 
mills along the Mississippi. A shared background and 
immigrant experience, a shared language and culture, 
created commonality. That commonality, accentuated in 
a strange land, confers a certain privilege on those who 
spoke that language and shared that culture, background, 
and experience.
As the college diversified, that privilege got challenged. 
And loss of privilege registers as loss of identity. There’s a 
lot of talk around this institution, driven by fear and a deep 
sense of loss: “We’re losing our Lutheran identity.” And 
the response is not always as compassionate as it might 
be: “No, you’re losing your Lutheran privilege.”3 Loss of 
privilege needs to be acknowledged.
People who were part of that common language, 
background, and culture suddenly feel as if they are, not 
strangers in a strange land, to borrow Robert Heinlein’s 
title, but strangers in a land that has become strange, 
but was once as familiar as the back of their hands. They 
become again immigrants in what used to be their own 
backyard. Loss of privilege is a real loss and needs to  
be mourned. 
But loss of privilege should not be confused with loss of 
identity. More importantly, it is an opportunity to learn new 
languages and re-articulate identity in nothing more—and 
nothing less—than a common space. That common space 
is the neighborhood. Only the combined efforts of the 
neighbors in the neighborhood can make it work.
I stumbled upon a vivid example of this in my prior 
calling as professor at a Lutheran seminary that was part 
of the Graduate Theological Union, an ecumenical and 
increasingly interfaith consortium in Berkeley, California. I 
had a doctoral student from the Center for Jewish Studies 
enroll in my introductory course in Christian history. 
She “outed” herself the first day. We all did. In the class 
were Lutherans, Methodists, Episcopalians, Jesuits, 
Unitarians of various stripes, seekers, people hanging 
onto a faith tradition with their fingernails, and people 
who’d already let go—and found a place to land. In other 
words, the class didn’t have the privilege of a common 
language or experience or background. We didn’t have 
access to the assumptions, even the prejudices, that bind 
groups together sociologically. We had to build a common 
teaching and learning space, a neighborhood.
My preparation for class intensified. To my chagrin, I 
discovered I’d always assumed the apostle Paul had read 
the entire corpus of Martin Luther’s works before sitting 
down to scrawl his letter to the Galatians! I had to go back 
to the original text and context. After all, Paul had been 
a rabbi, so I met the apostle anew. I scoured my lecture 
notes for anything that might be taken as “anti-Semitic,” 
“anti-Catholic,” or presumptively Trinitarian. We identi-
fied any leakage in class, respectfully, civilly, but firmly. 
Together we built a common space. Together we shared 
that common space for the fifteen weeks of the course, a 
temporary neighborhood, but a neighborhood nonetheless.
We “neighbored” one another into that space. We relin-
quished privilege that in some cases we hadn’t known we 
had. In that space identities became more truthfully and 
generously defined.
Let me close out this section by reiterating something I 
hear on all of our campuses: Lutheran institutions pursue 
interfaith work, not in spite of the fact that they are based 
“Loss of privilege should not be confused 
with loss of identity.”
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in a particular religious tradition, but because they are 
based in a particular religious tradition. Let me add only 
this: Lutherans pursue this interfaith work because we 
are based in this particular religious tradition, one that is 
always in the process of reforming and one that is graced 
with a robust sense of epistemological humility.
Neighboring Neighbors
One of the gifts of that tradition is being and seeing 
the neighbor.4 In a world where people are strangers, 
avatars, pop-ups to one another, but more dangerously, 
threat or enemy to one another, being neighbors is a 
revolutionary insight.
American citizens see this very much in their current 
political landscape, regardless of whether they affiliate 
“Republican” or “Democratic,” regardless of whom they 
supported in the 2016 election. Fear dominates rhetoric 
in the public square. Where a politics of the commons 
regards the “other” as neighbor, a politics of fear regards 
the “other” as threat.
At the vocation conference, where I first presented these 
comments, I invited participants to move from merely 
talking about neighbors to actually being neighbors one to 
another. I reminded them that, for the space of the confer-
ence, they all shared a common neighborhood, which was 
the space of the Augsburg College campus under construc-
tion. Smaller groups also all shared the space of a round 
table, which offered a tiny theater in the round. 
I offered a text from my own tradition, Luke 10:25-37, 
“The Parable of the Good Samaritan,” rather than adopting 
or colonizing a story from another. The text tells a story, but 
on closer examination, it is a story that contains two stories. 
One is the story of an intra-faith encounter, that is, an 
encounter between two different expressions of the same 
faith. The other is the story of an inter-faith encounter, that 
is, an encounter between two different faiths.
Taken together, these stories display what it means to be 
a neighbor to someone and to see a neighbor in someone. 
Let’s unpack that.
The chapter heading printed in my study bible calls 
both stories “The parable of the Good Samaritan,” a title 
that attends to the dominant story about a Samaritan. But 
at the top of my study bible, I’ve penciled in another title 
alongside that one: “Out-lawyering a lawyer,” a title that 
attends to the peripheral story about Jesus and a lawyer. 
It’s in attending to that peripheral story that the reader’s 
notions about “neighbor” are suddenly deconstructed—or 
placed under construction.
The Good Samaritan
The first story narrates the sad tale of a man who was 
robbed, beaten, and left for dead by the side of a road. He’s 
probably been stripped of any clothing that would have iden-
tified him as a “we” or a “they.” A priest and Levite pass him 
by. In fact, contact with anybody’s bodily fluids and would 
have defiled them and prevented them from doing their jobs.
A Samaritan stops to help—and Samaritans were not 
friends to the Jews, but “enemies.” Their country bordered 
Judea; they worshiped other gods. So the notion of a good 
Samaritan would have been a contradiction in terms to 
a good Jew. This particular Samaritan would have been 
a stranger, a visitor, even a migrant. The dominant story 
catches out of his country and out of his comfort zone
The Samaritan is the one who binds up the man’s 
wounds, transports him to an inn, pays the innkeeper for  
his care, and promises to check back. End of story. 
It’s not a very satisfying story; it rates about a C+. 
Missing are a lot of important details: How does the story 
end? Did the innkeeper pocket the money and kick the sick 
man out as soon as the Samaritan was out of sight? Did 
the Samaritan come back? Did the man recover? What 
happened to the priest and Levite?
But that dominant story is nestled in a second story, a 
peripheral story, at least as important: 
Out-Lawyering a Lawyer
That second, enframing story goes like this: Trying to “test” 
Jesus, a lawyer poses a question: “What must I do to inherit 
“In a world where people are strangers, 
avatars, pop-ups to one another, but more 
dangerously, threat or enemy to one another, 
being neighbors is a revolutionary insight.”
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eternal life?” Jesus responds with a question of his own, 
always a good move with someone setting a verbal trap: 
“What’s in the law?” The lawyer responds with the Shema: 
“You shall love the Lord with all your heart and with all your 
soul and with all your strength and with all your mind; and 
your neighbor as yourself.” It’s the chief prayer of Judaism, 
not Roman law. Because Jesus is also a Jew, the conversa-
tion between the two is an intra-faith encounter.
In effect, Jesus says: “Right answer!” He’s gotten the 
lawyer to answer his own question. But then the lawyer 
pushes back: “And who is my neighbor?” 
And this time, Jesus responds to the lawyer’s question 
with the parable and a final question: “Which one of these 
three, do you think, was a neighbor to the man who fell into 
the hands of robbers?” The lawyer responds, “The one who 
showed him mercy.” Jesus replies, “Go and do likewise.”
The exchange leaves the lawyer with a mirror image of 
the question he posed. Instead of getting an answer to the 
question “Who is my neighbor?” he’s forced to ask himself 
the question: “Am I a neighbor?”
Jesus asks the only question worth asking, then and 
now. That old scaffolding for that old joke—“There are 
two kinds of people in the world”—exposes the need to 
render the world into “we” and “they,” “us” and “them.” 
The lawyer wants to police the border between “neighbor” 
and “not-neighbor.” He’s not exceptional in this regard. 
Christian or non-Christian, Muslim or infidel (kafir), Jew or 
Gentile (goy), seeking or found, fideist, atheist, or faitheist.5 
Against all division, the two stories assert that there is 
only one kind of people in the world, neighbors. The point is 
to see everyone as “neighbor” and to be “neighbor” oneself. 
But what exactly does it mean to see everyone as 
“neighbor?” What does it mean to be “neighbor?” And how 
are all these neighbors going to live together in the neigh-
borhoods they variously inhabit?
Let me make a few points about the revolutionary 
import of being a “neighbor” and sharing a common neigh-
borhood. Along the way, I’ll share some stories from the 
neighborhood I know best, Augsburg College.
First Revolutionary Insight
Neighborhood is not the language of family, a community 
bound by blood, where, if you don’t have the right bloodline, 
usually on your father’s side, you don’t belong. Nor is it the 
language of friendship, a community bound by loves and 
preferences. Here, if you don’t have the right taste in clothes 
or music or pizza or sports teams, you don’t belong.
It’s also not the language of “enemy,” a community bound 
tightly together by hatred. If you don’t hate the same people I 
do, you’d better watch your back.
Finally, it’s not the language of “stranger,” language that 
erodes community like an acid, creating a place where no 
one belongs.
Instead, regarding the other as neighbor describes a 
community bound together by place, nothing more—and 
nothing less. Neighbors share a common neighborhood.
Sharing anything is by definition messy. It’s like living in 
a construction zone. Here on Augsburg’s campus, Campus 
Ministry and Student Affairs have been trying to find an 
on-campus space for Muslim students, faculty, and staff. 
They settled on Harbo Chapel, which was a quiet location 
with good space—but riveted into the wall was a crucifix 
with the body of a dying Jesus fixed to it. Initially, a sheet 
was provided, so that Muslims could cover the crucifix when 
they prayed. One summer, facilities built a box around the 
crucifix, with a door on the front that could open or close.
A few weeks into the school year, one of the janitors 
came up to me and asked: “Why did you put Jesus in a 
box?” Only then did I learn that some of our janitorial staff, 
largely Ethiopian and Eritrean Christian, had been using 
“Instead of getting an answer to the question 
‘Who is my neighbor?’ he’s forced to ask 
himself the question: ‘Am I a neighbor ?’”
“Regarding the other as neighbor describes 
a community bound together by place, 
nothing more—and nothing less. Neighbors 
share a common neighborhood.”
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Harbo Chapel during their breaks for prayer. Clearly, the 
operative definition of “neighbor” and “neighborhood” had 
been too narrow. It got blown open. 
Second Revolutionary Insight 
Neighbors share relationship that is involuntary. You 
don’t choose your neighbors—and they don’t choose you. 
It’s a relationship over which no one has much choice. 
But sharing a common space, however messy, issues in 
common projects for the good of the neighborhood.
Another story from Augsburg and our neighborhood: 
Graphic arts professor Chris Houltberg engaged his class in 
designing signage for some of the local Somali-American-
owned businesses here in Cedar-Riverside. The project 
traded on reciprocal needs. The students needed to practice 
their craft; the business community needed signs. 
Students learned a new palette of colors that would 
be inviting, designs that would “pop” for this population. 
It was a new aesthetic. They designed a stylized, forest-
green tree. But upon completion, the business community 
decided the tree looked too much like a cross. That literally 
meant back to the drawing board. Houltberg concluded: 
“My students learned more from that first failure than they 
would have from a first success.”6 
Here, common space brought together people who 
did not choose one another, but could gather around a 
common project for the betterment of the community. 
Third Revolutionary Insight 
Neighborliness presumes a radical equality. After all, the 
lawyer cites scriptural counsel to “love your neighbor as 
yourself”—not more than or less than yourself. Self-love 
then is the condition for neighbor-love; self-love is the 
qualifier of neighbor-love. In the context of the two stories, 
both loves are ordered by love of God. That primary love 
keeps the all parties from playing God. 
The radical equality of neighborliness cuts through 
privilege. The neighbor-to-neighbor relationship is not a 
hierarchical relationship of patron-to-client, employer- 
to-employee, parent-to-child, or teacher-to-student. A 
neighbor-to-neighbor relationship confers equal status  
on both parties.
An example: The Augsburg college football team 
assembles every August for practice, and August in 
Minnesota is typically steamy and hot. Coaches set out 
cattle troughs full of cold water, just so players can cool 
down after strenuous play. One summer Ramadan began 
during the month of August. Muslim players couldn’t eat 
from sunrise to sundown, but they showed up for practice 
with all the non-Muslim students. In solidarity with their 
teammates, the non-Muslim students elected to fast 
with their teammates for a few days, both to accompany 
them in their practice and to experience what they were 
experiencing.
And for the space of a few days, the whole team was on 
a level playing field. For the space of a few days, the whole 
team became not just teammates, some fueled and some 
running on empty, but neighbors. 
Final Revolutionary Insight
The neighbor is defined not by ethnic background or 
homeland or gender or race or what spices waft out of 
their kitchen at 5 p.m. The real neighbor is defined by how 
she acts. As the stories demonstrate, the one who acts 
with “mercy” is the “neighbor.”
Actually, the word “neighbor” is more a verb than a 
noun. In the dominant story, a Samaritan “neighbors” 
the beaten man in concrete actions, binding his wounds, 
carrying him on his own mule, checking him into an inn, 
and paying for his care. The Samaritan embodies compas-
sion; he doesn’t merely talk about it.
But the story of the good Samaritan also “neighbors” 
the lawyer, in effect showing him how to be a better Jew. 
And Jesus, in telling the story, “neighbors” the lawyer, 
demonstrating compassion to a man who starts out trying 
to trick him. Instead, Jesus engages the lawyer, talking to 
him directly, rather than about him to his disciples. 
That kind of face-to-face encounter can be messy. 
That’s why a key practice of compassion is forgiveness.
“Sharing a common space, however messy, 
issues in common projects for the good of 
the neighborhood.”
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A final story from my neighborhood: Several years ago, 
Eboo Patel came to speak about interfaith work at the 
college’s opening convocation, and the date scheduled 
was at the beginning Rosh Hashanah. Neither IFYC nor the 
planning team noticed the conflict. My Jewish colleagues 
noticed—and they were rightly and deeply offended. It 
was one more example of Christian privilege, made more 
egregious since the topic was interfaith understanding. 
I had lunch with Barbara Lehmann, my Jewish friend 
and colleague in social work, one day soon after the 
conflict surfaced. We were both too upset to eat anything. 
I asked for and received her forgiveness. But first I had to 
hear the hurt. And it was hurt. Offense would have been 
easier to handle, but naming and hearing the hurt cut each 
of us more deeply. 
Barbara forgave me. Forgiveness after all, is a central 
practice to each of our traditions, but to actually enact it is 
a great grace. In forgiving me, she taught me to be a better 
Christian. In forgiving me, we could move from that injury 
back into the neighborhood. After all, there was work to do.
Four Strategies for Interfaith Encounter
What does it take to live in the neighborhood? If it takes 
a village to raise a child, it takes a neighborhood to do 
interfaith work. It’s a campus-wide commitment; it’s a 
curricular and co-curricular enterprise. 
Four strategies of interfaith encounter—theological  
reflection, spiritual engagement, social action, and 
everyday experience—provide portals into interfaith work. 
People enter through the door most comfortable to them, 
but once inside, they can move into other dimensions.7 
Theological Reflection
The first strategy is a head-trip. Interfaith work begins 
with knowing and being able to talk about one’s values 
and belief (knowledge of or from). On that foundation,  
it scaffolds knowledge about other religious traditions  
or stances. 
Faith-based and interfaith-dependent Lutheran insti-
tutions prize critical thinking. The vaunted “freedom of 
a Christian” is deeply a freedom from academic funda-
mentalisms of the left and the right and a freedom for 
critical inquiry.
What is more, this commitment to theological reflection 
expresses itself in curricular and in co-curricular ways. 
The robust religion departments in the Lutheran ecology of 
higher education present religion not simply as an histor-
ical or cultural phenomenon but also as an expression of 
the need to make sense of the human condition, human 
community, and the mystery at its heart. They encourage 
students to build lives of meaning and purpose oriented 
around what they believe. They encourage students to think 
about their futures as something to be carefully “planned” as 
well as something to which they are deeply “called” (Brooks). 
Courses across the disciples teach the content, skills, 
and sensibilities of the interfaith studies to prepare students 
for a professional world that increasingly calls for inter-
faith competence. For example, an international business 
graduate headed for work in Southeast Asia needs to 
know how Buddhism, Islam, and the colonial legacies of 
Christianity inflect business practice. Should her company 
host international guests, she will need to be alert to what 
to serve them and how to accommodate their needs. 
In addition, theological reflection takes place throughout 
the institution in planned events and spontaneous town 
hall meetings. Symposia engage the entire community in 
conversation and moral deliberation. On this campus, a 
pop-up forum during the occupation of Tahrir Square in 2011 
packed the house, because so many in the community were 
connected to countries experiencing the “Arab Spring.” 
Spiritual Engagement
Spiritual engagement acknowledges that interfaith work 
engages the heart as well as the head. In honoring the 
practice of faith as well as the study of religion, these 
faith-based and interfaith-dependent Lutheran institutions 
offer time and space to worship. 
“Courses across the disciples teach the 
content, skills, and sensibilities of the 
interfaith studies to prepare students for 
a professional world that increasingly 
calls for interfaith competence.”
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And worship is very particular, in ways that are both 
gracious and tricky. “Spiritual engagement” does not 
mean more “interfaith” worship services, which are hard 
to choreograph and even harder to execute with integrity. 
It does mean wrestling with the human needs to worship, 
to find Sabbath, and to stand in the presence of mystery. 
It does mean finding ways to be observant that neither 
balkanize the campus, on one hand, nor serve up inter- 
religious mush, on the other.
In his much-cited commencement to Kenyon College 
 in 2005, the late writer David Foster Wallace identifies 
meaning-making as a deep-seated human need:
There is no such thing as not worshiping. Everybody 
worships. The only choice we get is what to worship. 
And an outstanding reason for choosing some sort 
of God or spiritual-type thing to worship—be it J.C. or 
Allah, be it Yahweh or the Wiccan mother-goddess 
or the Four Noble Truths or some infrangible set of 
ethical principles—is that pretty much anything else 
you worship will eat you alive. If you worship money 
and things—if they are where you tap real meaning in 
life—then you will never have enough. Never feel you 
have enough. It’s the truth. Worship your own body and 
beauty and sexual allure and you will always feel ugly, 
and when time and age start showing, you will die a 
million deaths before they finally plant you. (Wallace 7)
If humans are hard-wired to worship, how can these 
faith-based and interfaith-dependent institutions help 
students discern what gods they will attend? How can a 
college education point them to what gives life, rather than 
what “will eat you alive?” What wisdom can be gleaned from 
other religious, philosophical, and humanist positions? 
These are lively questions on all of our campuses, and 
they’re important to keep wrestling with. In this ecology  
of Lutheran higher education, we have not only the privilege 
of asking them, but the responsibility to live them.
Social Action
Social action offers the opportunity for hands-on engage-
ment. Lutheran higher education does not only point toward 
a career, but to a calling, and that call comes from the 
neighbor. Service learning and community engagement 
sites offer opportunities to work in the immediate neighbor-
hood in ways that enhance learning and meet need. Social 
action also offers unique opportunities to “neighbor” across 
religious difference, whether those differences surface 
from the site or within the learning community.
Social action has long been a primary focus of Eboo 
Patel and the Interfaith Youth Core. Early on, Patel realized 
that religious diversity was left out of campus conversa-
tions on diversity. At the same time, he saw young people 
perpetrating a lot of religious violence. He felt called to 
address the situation: 
Every time we read about a young person who kills 
in the name of God, we should recognize that an insti-
tution painstakingly recruited and trained that young 
person. And that institution is doing the same for 
thousands, maybe hundreds of thousands of others 
like him. In other words, these religious extremists 
have invested in their youth programs. If we had 
invested in our youth programs, could we have gotten 
to those young people first? (Patel 149)
Patel resolved to found a youth organization that would 
give young people across faith and non-faith traditions 
a common project to work on together. In the course 
of working together, they’d come to know and discuss 
religious differences among them, as well as learn more 
about the religious backgrounds of the communities in 
which they worked.
All of our campuses have service learning and 
community engagement sites in the neighborhoods 
surrounding campus. These experiences offer practice 
in seeing and being neighbor, as well as encounter with 
people from other faith traditions. They serve as an 
important portal into interfaith work. 
“These faith-based and interfaith-dependent 
Lutheran institutions offer time and space 
to worship.”
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Everyday Experience
Interfaith work places head, heart, and hands in the world 
of everyday experience. The need for religious literacy 
and interfaith competence asserts itself everywhere—in 
the newsfeed, on social media, in the locker room, on the 
dorm floor. A walk across campus offers ordinary encoun-
ters with religious diversity. If, as Diana Eck emphasizes, 
diversity is a fact, but pluralism is an achievement, how 
will college graduates have the knowledge, skills, and 
sensibilities to work for pluralism in a religiously diverse 
world (Eck 191)?
If they have attended a Lutheran college or university,  
there’s a good chance they will. Because they are faith-
based and interfaith-dependent, these institutions cultivate 
various strategies for interfaith work: theological reflec-
tion, spiritual engagement, social action, and everyday 
experience. Although the four strategies stand together, 
each person enters interfaith work through a different 
portal. For some, working at a campus soup kitchen prods 
reflection on the religious practice behind different dietary 
needs. For others, thinking through the various dimensions 
of the Orlando massacre on June 12, 2016 fuels action for 
justice. For still others, listening Rami Nashashibi describe 
his return to Islam prompts reflection on their own faith 
journey. For still others, reading Chris Stedman’s Faitheist 
gives a paradigm for a thoughtful and informed belief stance. 
Everyone’s point-of-entry into interfaith work will be 
unique, but every campus offers developed strategies in 
each of these areas for further exploration. As Lutheran 
institutions, we not only can open these doors—we have to. 
The Lutheran tradition demands interfaith work, and our 
common future needs it. 
Conclusion 
Interfaith work is not a luxury for these faith-based and 
interfaith-dependent institutions, both because of their 
historical identity and because of their immediate present. 
Inter-religious literacy is part of being a responsible global 
citizen in the twenty-first century. 
This work may always be a construction zone, but we 
engage it as neighbors, because we share the planet. We 
were created to care for it and, in the process, come to 
know one another: “O mankind, we have created you male 
and female, and appointed you races and tribes, that you 
may know one another” (The Quran, Al-Hujurat 49:13). As 
always, the practice of compassion is not the end of the 
story, but just the beginning.
Go and do likewise.
Endnotes
1. The language comes from Audre Lorde’s classic essay, 
“Poetry is Not a Luxury,” from Sister Outsider, 36-39.
2. Cited in Mark Wilhelm’s preface to the Intersections 
(Fall 2014) issue on “Interfaith Understanding at Lutheran 
Colleges and Universities,” 4. He thanks Jason Mahn, editor 
of Intersections and professor of religion at Augustana College 
(Rock Island) for bringing the article to his attention. I thank 
them both. 
3. See the work that Caryn Riswold, blogger for Patheos and 
Professor of Religion, Gender, and Women’s Studies at Illinois 
College in Jacksonville IL, has done on Christian privilege 
(Riswold, “Teaching the College ‘Nones’”) see also Goren, 
“Recognizing Christian Privilege.”
4. I identified four “charisms” or gifts of Lutheran higher 
education: nimble, flexible institutions through the commit-
ment to ongoing reformation (semper reformanda); critical 
inquiry through Christian freedom; a commitment to the poor 
through the priesthood of all believers; and regarding the 
other as neighbor (Stortz). Jason Mahn has similarly named 
distinctive “tensions” in Luther higher education: between 
religious formation and interfaith, between suspicion and trust, 
and between vocation as a theological insight and vocation as 
practice (Mahn). However they are named, the “gifts” of this 
distinctive approach to learning are needed now more than ever.
5. The word “faitheist” was coined by Chris Stedman in his 
spiritual memoir Faitheist. It describes the common ground 
between atheists and religious people (see Stedman).
“The need for religious literacy and interfaith 
competence asserts itself everywhere—in 
the newsfeed, on social media, in the locker 
room, on the dorm floor.”
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6. Oral presentation by Chris Houltberg for a panel on 
“Faculty Experiences in Somali Community Engagement,” 
February 14, 2012 at Augsburg College.
7. The framework comes from Scott Alexander, Islamicist at 
Catholic Theological Union, in his article “Knowing and Loving 
Our Neighbors of Other Faiths.”
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